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6. Some sound logical principles 
Now that we have a syntax and semantics for the coalgebraic logic Y,, it is natural 
to ask for logical systems which could give completeness results for the semantics. 
That is, define cp k $ to mean that for every coalgebra & and every a E 8, if a k q, 
then a k $. (This is the same as $b’p.) We would like to have an inductive definition 
of a class Proves C 2 x 9, so that, writing cp t II/ for Proves( cp, I/), we have cp t $ 
iff cp + *. 
Let t be the least relation on _!Y such that 
(Weakening L) If cp t I/?, then for all SC 9, A(5 U {cp}) t $. 
(Weakening R) If cp b AS, then for all $ E S, cp t @. 
(A R) If cp t $ for all $ E S, then cp b AS. 
(Cut) If cp t $ and $ t x, then cp t x. 
(F) If K E F(Proves), then inr o Frri(K) E inr o FQ(K). 
We call this logic the minimal F-logic. 
We give an example of (F), the only interesting rule of the system. Consider the 
functor F(A) = .9(A) x 9(AtProp) corresponding to Y(A). Note that {true} t true 
by (AR). (We omit the injections in this example.) So by (F), we get a number 
of additional facts. For example, {p, {true}} t {p, true}, and also {p, q, {true}} k 
{p,q,tm}. 
Theorem 6.1 (Soundness). The minimul F-logic is sound: if cp t $ , then cp + II/ 
Proof. By induction on the relation Proves. Let S C Proves be any sound set of pairs; 
we check that adding the instances of the rules of the logic preserves soundness. This 
is immediate for the all of the rules except (F). 
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Suppose that K E F(S), that & = (A,e) is an F-coalgebra, and that a /=E inroFns(K). 
We prove that a +=6 inroF$(K). We use Example 3.4, taking our set A, B = -40~ = C, 
R = Sat&, and S from above. The semantics of 9~ tells us that there is some w E F(R) 
such that (F$)w = e, and (Fnf)w = (F$)K. 
When we apply F to the pullback square rc! o ?I;*~ = $’ o rtgltR, we get a weak 
pullback. The weak pullback condition applies to w and K, so there is some W E F(Slr 
R) such that (Fnf*R)~ = w and (Fz;*~)w = K. R ecall also that we have a map h : S+ 
R --f S o R. So Fh : F(S * R) + F(S o R). Further, (Fh)i? has the following properties: 
(FnfoR o Fh)w = (F$ o Fn:*R)w 
= (Fn;)w 
= e,, 
(F7tSoR o Fh)w = (Fn; o FE;*‘)% 
= (F&K. 
We are using (4) here. Note also that S o R = S o Sat& C S&c. The reason is that 
S is sound by our overall induction assumption. Finally, by standardness we see that 
for i = 1 2 FnfoR is a subfunction of F7c;T(l”‘. 
reason w& a +;n (F$)K. 0 
So (Fh)i? E F(SatA ), and that this is a 
We suspect that the minimal F-logic is not complete. In particular, we conjecture 
that no instance of the following scheme is provable in the minimal F-logic. 
(D) If a # b are members of F and p is any formula, then 0” A 19’ k q. 
Each instance of this rule (D) is also sound: For all coalgebras d and all a,c E b, 
it cannot be the case that c + 0“ and c /= Oh. This is because c b 0” implies that 
s(c) = a, where s : C -+ F is the final coalgebra map. Of course, Rule (D) is completely 
ad hoc, and it would be nice to have a system that derived it from more appealing 
principles. 
Finally, here is another sound principle, one related to fixed points: 
(FP) If a E F, then 8” t (inr o Fj)& and (inr o Fj)& k 8”. 
The soundness results of this section obviously call out for matching completeness 
results. At the present time, there are no known completeness results for any logic 
9~. However, Baltag [4] has a complete system for the full modal logic _Y(AtProp). 
In addition, Corradini [ 1 l] has a completeness theorem for a system of logic which is 
interpreted on coalgebras. That paper works with a smaller collection of functors than 
we do, and the logic is much closer to equational logic than to a generalization of 
modal logic. 
7. Adding negation 
In this section, we discuss some natural ways in which 2~ can be extended. The 
results here will not be used in the rest of the paper, and this section may be omitted. 
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The first possible extension would be to take the greutest class Y satisfying 5“ = 
,‘P(Y) + F(Y) instead of the least. For example, if F(a) = Act x a for a fixed set Act, 
then the greatest fixed point language would have formulas that contain themselves, 
such as $ = (6, $). We will write this greatest fixed point as 2:. To define the 
semantics of -9; we would take Sat to be the greatest fixed point of the operator Q 
from (7). 
Our second extension involves adding infinitary disjunction. To do this, we fix X 
and then take Y(V) to be the least fixed point of 9 + .‘P + F. So we have U,(V) = 
.‘pY’(V) + ,‘pLP(V) + FL?‘(V). W e write the evident injections as A, V, and inr. For 
the semantics on a coalgebra 8 = (A,e), we simply add a line to (7) and take SLIT to 
be the least fixed point of 
Q(R) = {(CL AS) : S C 2 and (u, cp) E R for all cp E S} 
U{ (av S) : SC _Y and (LZ, cp) E R for some cp t S),} (8) 
u{ (a. cp) : 3w E F(R) e,, = F$(Iv) & 40 = (inr o F$)w}. 
This works well, because the resulting operator Q is still monotone. But consider what 
happens when we try to add negation. We take Y(Y) to be the least fixed point 
of 9 + I + ,Y, where I is the identity functor. So Y’(l) = .92’(l) + U(Y) + F.Y’( 7). 
We write the middle injection as 7. The second set on the right-hand side of (8) 
changes to 
This is not monotone. Nevertheless, there is a way to define a classical negation. Define 
classes Sat, by Sat” = 0, Sat>. = Up, j. Sat,) for L a limit ordinal, and 
Sat r+l = {(qyq : SCLfY~), and (a, q) E Sut, for all cp E S} 
U{ (u, lcp) : cp E Yy(l) and (u. q) 6L Sat,} 
~{(a, inr(x)) : (3~ E F(Sat,)) e, = F~n:(l’~(w) & .x = (FT$“~)P~.} 
In the second line, Y,(l) refers to the zth stage in the iteration of w’(7). That is, 
.Y~po(-) = 8, Yu/,+l(l) = P(Yy(~)) + YX(-) + F(Y7(~)), and for limit i., Y,(l) = 
lJ,!<, xl,,(l). An easy induction shows that if (u.q) E Sat,, then v, E U,(T). 
Lemma 7.1. If cp E _!Yp,(~). then ,fur all p>x und all a E A, (u, cp) E Sut, ifi 
(u, fp) E Sut,j. In particular, tf z </I, then Sat, C Sat,!. 
Proof. By induction on 8. The limit step is trivial, and it is sufficient to assume the 
result for /3 and prove it for fl + 1. For this, we use induction on r <p + 1. Again, 
the limit step is trivial, and so we assume our result for a and prove it for x + 1. We 
consider the three ways in which formulas get into Yz’,, I(-). 
First, consider a formula of the form AS, where S C .9,(l). Suppose that (u, A S) E 
Sat r+i. Then for all cp E S, (u, cp) E Sut,. So by our induction hypothesis on p, for 
all cp E S, (u, cp) E Satp, and hence (u, AS) E Sut,i+,. The converse is similar. 
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Next, consider a formula of the form lcp, where CJJ E 9;“,(l). Suppose that (a, -cp) E 
S&+1. Then (a, cp) 6 Sat,. By induction hypothesis, (a, cp) 4 Satg, and so (a, lq) E 
S&g+, . The converse is similar. 
Finally, we consider a formula inr(x), where x E F(Y&l)). Our induction hypoth- 
esis on fi tells us that Sat, C: Satp. Suppose that (a, inr(x)) E Sat,+, via the reason 
w E F(Sat,). By monotonicity of F, w E F(Satg), too. By standardness, (a, inr(x)) E 
Satp+,. The converse direction is the most interesting in this whole proof. Suppose 
that (a, inr(x)) E S&g+, . As in Lemma 5.1, we consider the diagram 
S0,, 
Sat, 
3 
A 9x(T) 
The maps i and j are the inclusions. The induction hypothesis is exactly that the square 
is a pullback. Now we have w E F(Satp) such that (Frcyrg)~ = e,, and (Fzp’“)w = 
x = (Fj)x. So there is some ti; E F(Sat,) such that (Frcn,s”‘“)% = x and (Fi)W = w. But 
Fi is an inclusion, so w = W. Thus w E F(Sat,) is a reason why (a, inr(x)) E Sat,+,. 
This completes the proof. 0 
In view of this result, we define Sat = U, Sat,. We also write ap~cp for (a, cp) E Sat. 
Note that with this definition for our semantics, we have classical negation: a~~~ iff 
a ,&. Finally, we need to know that the semantics of 2?(-) conservatively extends 
that of 2’. For this, write + for the satisfaction relation for 2’ and p for the satisfaction 
relation for _Y(-) as defined above. Also, there is a natural embedding of di” in _Y(~). 
Formally, this would be obtained using the Recursion Principle of Section 3. To get 
this, consider [A, inr] : P(_Y(-)) + F(_Y(l)) -+ T(l). Then [A, inr]# : 9 --+ P(T). 
We write [A, inr]# as k: _I? + S?(T). 
Proposition 7.2. For all cp E 8 and a E A, a + cp ifs apk(cp). 
Since we shall not be using this result, we omit the proof. It is an induction on 2, 
using weak pullbacks in the same way as Lemmas 5.3 and 7.1. 
Having classical negation allows us to connect infinitary modal logic T(AtProp) 
and the logic T(T) (see also Proposition 4.8). 
Proposition 7.3. Let F(a) = 9(a) x g(AtProp). The languages zF(l) and 
_Y(AtProp) correspond in the sense that every formula of one language is seman- 
tically equivalent o some formula of the other, and vice versa. The languages 2~ 
and SF(l) are not equivalent, since if p # q, the formula p V q is not expressible 
in 2F. 
Proof. As in Proposition 4.8, every formula of zF(l) can be expressed in _%‘(AtProp). 
In OF, one can express infinitary disjunction. Define a translation of atomic formula 
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p into YF(l) by 
p’= V{(S,7) : S~{true} & p E TC AtProp}. 
This extends to a translation of all of Y(AtProp) via the obvious boolean clauses and 
(0 cp)’ = V{({cp’. true}, T) : T c AtProp}. 
So for every cp E diu(AtProp), cp’ is a semantically equivalent formula of y’F(l). 
Therefore, p’F(7) and Y(AtProp) are of equal expressive power. 
Finally, we argue that if p # q, then p V q is not expressible in 2’~. Actually. 
something even stronger is true. Let t” = (A, e), where A = {a, b}, e,, = ({a}, { p}) 
and e/, = ({b}, {q}). We claim that the only formula of FF satisfied by both II and h is 
true. (So true is the only formula of 9~ which is semantically implied by pVq.) We 
argue by induction on 6pF. Suppose a and b both satisfy a formula cp = inr((S, T)), 
where S (I 2’~ and T C AtProp. Let u’,, and wh be reasons. Thus (F7c?)>v, = (S, T) = 
(FTT?)w,,. This means that IV, and WJ,, arc pairs whose second component is T. But the 
definition of FTC, tells us that this second component is also the second component of 
both (F7-r,)~i,, and (Fx,)M’,. Therefore, {p} = T = {q}. This contradicts p # q. Now 
suppose we have a conjunction AS satisfied by both a and b. If S # 8, let cp t S. 
Then a and b both satisfy cp. This contradicts our induction hypothesis. ‘II 
8. Canonical formulas 
This section generalizes the canonical jbrmulas cpt from our work on modal logic. 
Our overall goal is to prove that if b and c belong to the carrier of some coalgebra 8 
and satisfy the same canonical formulas, then sb = sC. In particular, different elements 
b and c of the final coalgebra F must differ on some formula of 6pF. This is an 
important result because it says that our logic is at least reasonably expressive. It will 
be improved in Section 9 where we show (under additional hypotheses on the functor 
Fj that every b E F has some single formula of which it is the unique satisfier. 
Definition. Let t” = (A, e) be an F-coalgebra. We define maps j, : A 4 ._!?F by recursion 
on X. 
.i0 = true, 
j,_, = inro(Fj,)oe, 
.ir = l\(i,j I B < RI. 
In the first clause, we mean the constant function true on A. In the second clause, recall 
that inr: FYF + 2~. In the third clause, we have taken the map A : 99~ --i YF 
and raised its type to: A : ?(A + YF) + (A - PF), defined pointwise. A trivial 
induction shows that indeed j, : A 4 _!?F. We define 402 to be the formula j,(h). 
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Example 8.1. First, recall the mnctor F(a) = Y(a) x Y(AtProp). Recall also that F- 
coalgebras are essentially Kripke models over AtProp and that we have a translation 
q H (pf of the n-fragment 2?(n) of infinitary modal logic into 2~. In Section 2.1 
we discussed the canonical formulas cpz for modal logic. An easy induction shows that 
(cp;)’ =jX(,) for all a E A. 
Example 8.2. Example 4.3 contains cp;, cpi, cp;, and ‘pi for Example 3.7. 
In the next few results, we fix a functor F and an F-coalgebra 8 = (A, e). We 
simplify our notation a bit by dropping & from the satisfaction relation. 
Proposition 8.3. For all b E A and all cc, b f= cpi. 
Proof. By induction on CI. The case a = 0 is trivial, as is the case for the limit 
ordinals. We check the successor case. Consider the function j,. We can turn jl into 
a map f : A -+ Sat defined by f(b) = (b, jnb). Then we also have idA = $“I o f, and 
jl=np’of. Let t:A --) F(Sat) be (Ff) o e. Then (FE?‘) o t = e, and 
(F@‘) o t = (F~2so’ o Ff) o e = (Fj,) o e. 
It follows that for all b E A, th is a reason why b /= ‘pi+, . 0 
Lemma 8.4. If b,c E A and b k cp”,, then cp: = cp’,. 
Proof. By induction on LX. The case of 0 is trivial, since ‘pi is always true. The limit 
step is almost as easy. Assume the lemma true for a. Suppose that b + cc&+, = 
(inr o Fjc,)e,. There is a reason w for this. By Proposition 8.3 we also have some 
reason v for b 1 (inr o Fj,)eb, and these have the following properties: 
(Frc~‘)v = eb, (F@‘)v = (Fj,)eb, 
(Frcy)w = eb, (F@‘)w = (Fjl)e,. 
We use Lemma 5.1 to get extra information about v and w. Let us look first at v. Let 
S = j,[A]. By Proposition 3.1, (FjZ)eb E F(S). So by Lemma 5.1, we may assume that 
v E F(Sat(S)), where 
Sat(S) = {(a,$)EAxS:ak=R $} 
= {(a, $) E A x j,[A] : t,b = cpi} (induction hypothesis) 
= j,. 
We are using j, as the set of ordered pairs in its graph. To summarize, we may 
assume that v E F(jcr). The same is true for w. Since j, is a function, rt$ = j, o tiX. 
By functoriality, FR’,” = (Fj,) o (F$ ). It follows that 
(F@)v=(Fj,)(F$)v=(FjP)(Fzf)w=(F$)w. 
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Then by standardness, 
(FjX)e/, = (Fr+ s”f)~=(Frc~‘)~~= (Fj?)e,.. 
This tells us that &, = (inr o Fj,)eh = (inr o Fj7)e, = cp;_,. ‘1 
In the lemma below and in the sequel, we consider the maps ,jy as members of the 
function space A + .yF, ordered pointwise. 
Lemma 8.5. [f‘ x < /?, then j, <j/j. 
Proof. By induction on c(. We need only consider the case of a successor ordinal x + 1. 
For this, we use induction on /?. For the successor step of /3 + 1, note that the induction 
hypothesis implies that j, <j/l, and so by the Monotonicity Lemma, in r o F,j, < in r o F,j,i 
as elements of F(A) -+ 9~. Thus, j,_i = inr o Fj, o e<inr o Fjii o e = j,,,. C 
Consider the relation =_F defined on ‘4 by 
Theorem 8.6. Let 8 he an F - coaZgehru, let b, c E R, and let s : Q -+ F he the ,final 
coalgebra mup. If’ b =_F c, then s/, = s,. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, there is a subcoalgebra Go = (A~~, eo) of (5i with {b,c} C AC). The 
fact that 80 is a subcoalgebra of Q implies that the canonical formulas for elements 
of‘ 40 are the same whether we take them to be relative to ff or to 60. And the 
same is true for the final coalgebra maps: the unique so : 8, + F is the restriction of 
s to 4”. In this way, we may assume that A is a set. This assumption is important 
because it implies that there is some sufficiently large ordinal ‘2 so that for all b. c E A, 
j,(b) = j7(c) implies that for all p > x. j,{(b) = j/,(c). Such an ordinal exists using 
Lemma 8.5 and Replacement. 
If j,(b) = jy(c), then 
(inroFj,)(e,,)=j,_i(b)=j,_i(c)=(inroFj,)(e,). 
Note that inr is one-to-one, so that (Fj,) e/, = ( Fjl)ec We now apply Proposition 3.10, 
taking t = j,. We conclude that if j,(b) = j%(c), then s/, = So. 
If b s_F c. then by Proposition 8.3 and Lemma 8.4, j,(b) = jy(c). Putting things 
together, if b =_F c, then s/, = So. 0 
Corollary 8.7. If’ b,c E F and b fF c. then b = c. 
9. Characterization by single formulas 
As we have just seen, two different elements b # c of F must differ on some formula 
in y/F. This is weaker than a characterization result, because a characterization result 
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would give, for each b E F, a single formula qh of which b is the only satisfier. We are 
interested such results for ZF, and our main result is presented in Section 9.3 below. 
Before doing that, we present a weaker result showing that elements of the (copy of 
the) least fixed point F, inside of F have characterizers. 
9.1. A characterization result for F, 
To begin, we apply the Recursion Principle from Section 3 to get some maps defined 
on F,. Consider first the final coalgebra map e : F -+ F(F). Such a map is always 
injective, and we’ll write f for e-l. Then f : F(F) -+ F, and we therefore get f # : F, + 
F. This has the property that f # = ,f o F f #; hence e of # = Ff #. (Of course, one often 
finds functors F for which the greatest fixed point F* is a final coalgebra, and in this 
case f# would be an inclusion. But this is not generally the case.) 
As a second application, we consider the algebra inr : FYF -+ 9~. We therefore get 
in? : F, + 2~ so that in? = inr o Fin?. Both in? and f# are injective. 
Proposition 9.1. For all a E F, and all b E F, b /=F inr”a ifs b = f#(a). 
Proof. By induction on F,. Let 
C={aE F, : for all b E F,b /=F inr#a iff b = f#(a)}. 
We show F(C) c C; then as F, is the least class with this property, we will know that 
F, CC. Let 
D={(f”c,inr*c) : c E C}. 
Note that the definition of C implies that D g Sat, where Sat is the satisfaction relation 
on F. Consider the following diagrams: 
DI:C DAC 
1 1 inr:. i 1 inr:. 
6°F - YF sat - ZF 
idyzF np” 
The map k:D ---f C is (f#c,inr”c) H c, using the injectivity of in?. On the right, 
the map inr#, is the restriction of in? to C, and i is the inclusion of D in Sat. The 
square on the left is easily seen to be a pullback. We check that we have a pullback 
on the right. Suppose that (b, Ic/) E Sat and c E C are such that I/I = inr#c. Then by 
definition of C, b = f”c. So (6, $) E D, and k((b, Ic/)) = c. The uniqueness assertion is 
easy. Thus, this square is a pullback. The images of both squares under F are therefore 
weak pullbacks. 
Let a E F(C). We show that f #a /=r inr*a, and that if b E F and b /=r inr#a = 
(in r o Fin ?)a, then b = f #a. For the first assertion, we apply F to the left square. Note 
that (Fin&a E F(~;PF). We see that there is some w E F(D) such that (Fk)w = a and 
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Since $ = f” ok, (F$)w = (Ff”)((Fk)w) = (Ff”)U = e,.,,,,. 
(Recall that e is the coalgebra map of F, the inverse of f. ) It follows that 1%’ is a 
reason why f”a kF (inr o Finr#)a = inr”a. 
Finally, suppose that b FF inr”a. Let ~3 E F(Sat) be such that (FT$“)N’ = e/, and 
(FTC?’ )W = (Finr#,)a. Recall that a belongs to F(C). Applying F to the diagram on 
the right gives a weak pullback, and so there is some w E F(D) such that (Fk)\c- = II 
and (Fi)i? = w. Since Fi is an inclusion, MI = E. Exactly as in the last paragraph, 
(FII+V = e,‘(uj. It follows that eh = et ‘z,i, ,. But e is one-to-one, and so h = f?(a). 
This completes the proof that a E C. J 
9.2. Un[foform ,functors 
Recall that our goal in this section is to present some characterization results for 
coalgebraic logics. These are inspired by the analogous results for infinitary modal 
logic, so it might be useful to review the situation there. We work with the func- 
tor F(a) = Y(u) x g(AtProp), where AtProp may be any set whatsoever. Here 
Kripke models are F-coalgebras, and the usual modal notion of bisimulation is F- 
bisimulation. It is fairly easy to see that if two worlds (i.e., elements) of some Kripke 
model B satisfy all of the same infinitary formulas, then there is a bisimulation rc- 
lating the two. This soft result was generalized to all coalgebraic logics in Theorem 
8.6. Now we also had a stronger characterization result for modal logic, Theorem 2.4. 
One should note that the proof of Theorem 2.4 made use of reasoning that we do 
not have the means to generalize. It used the fact that for the functor F above. we 
have direct access to the “elements” of some a E 8; they are the elements of 7~1 (e,,). 
In the general case, we have no such access. We would like to say that the “elc- 
ments” of a are A n TC(e,), but a moment’s thought shows that this is not always 
correct. 
Our approach to a general strong characterization result is to use Theorem 2.4 rather 
than to generalize its proof. We still need to assume some kind of condition on our 
functors. This is because no characterization result can possibly hold for the identity 
functor I. That it, the greatest fixed point I* is the class V of all sets, and as Example 4.4 
shows, every set satisfies every formula of YI; hence there can be no characterizers. 
So some kind of extra condition on F is needed. 
There are a number of conditions in the literature which are intended to say that 
F behaves on morphisms by a kind of “substitution.” These conditions have names 
like unij&m on mups [l] and smoothness [8]. The relation between these two condi- 
tions was considered in [15]. In fact, the exact relation between these kinds of con- 
ditions is complicated by the fact that [8] works in a set theory with urelements: 
these are the basis of the definitions surrounding smoothness. We will work with 
yet another definition, one due to Turi and Rutten [21] and also called wz~j’i~rn~it~~ 
on maps. We choose to work with this primarily because Theorem 9.2 worked out. 
It would be interesting to formulate a version of smoothness for set theory without 
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urelements and to use it 
uniformity (sim- 
pliciter). The definition involves some machinery, and we turn to that 
development. 
The jiinctor W For any set or class C, W(C) is the least fixed point of the operator 
a H C+?(a). So W(C) = C+P(W(C)). We also have injections inlwc : C -+ W(C) 
and inrcvCCj :P( W(C)) ---) W(C). We think of W(C) as the class of sets obtainable 
from iterations of the power set operation beginning with C as a set of atoms. The 
recursion principle from the last section holds for W(C). To state it again, for any 
f : C + B and g : .9(B) -+ B (so that [f,g] : C + 9(B) + B), there is a unique 
[f,g]’ : WC + B. This map [f,g]# has the properties that f = [,f,g]” o inlifJc, and 
9 0 %f,gl# = [f,sl” 0 inrbc(c). 
The recursion principle allows us to turn W into a functor. Indeed, given f : C + 
D, we define Wf: W(C) ---t W(D) to be [inlwCDJ o ,f, inrw&. It also allows us to 
define maps EC : WC + V = [in+, U]“, where in& : C + V is the inclusion, and 
/J : P(V) -+ V is the unary union operation on sets. 
We also need a slight generalization of this notion. Let Q be a set, and let q: Q 4 V 
be a function. There is a functor WQ,, taking a set or class C to W(C + Q), and a 
function f :C --f D to WQ,,,f: W,,,(C) + WQ.JD), where 
w,~.,f = [(inl,;,.,(u) 0 (f + idQ)). inr~~c,.t,dp. 
Heref+idQ:C+Q+D+Q isthenaturalmap.Furthermore,wehavea~,,,c: WQ,,(C)-V 
given by 
Definition (Turi and Rutten [21]; Turi [20]). F is uniform if there are a set Q, a 
map q : Q + V and a natural transformation p : F -+ .P W,,, such that PPEQ+ V o pV = 
incIFCvI, where inclyljj is the inclusion of F(V) in V = P(V). (It follows from this 
that PPEQ,~.X 0 pi = inclF(X1 for all X.) 
Our formulation of this concept is slightly more general than the original formulation 
because we allow Q and q to appear. This extension is needed, and the theorem quoted 
above still goes through: assuming AFA, F* is a final coalgebra. 
Nearly all of the examples of functors from earlier in the paper are uniform in this 
sense. We check this for the case of F(A) = C x A, where C is a fixed set. We take 
Q=Candq=idc.Wedefinep,:CxA+W(A+C)tomap(c,a)to 
(c,a) H inrs+l-c) (inr~~~cAlc)({inr,r+~~(c))>, 
inr~,(A+C)({inr.~+C(c), inl,l+4a)>)). 
(9) 
This is just a translation of the usual pair (c, u) = {{c}, {c, u}} into the formal appa- 
ratus of W(A + C). It is routine to check that p defined in this way gives a natural 
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transformation. It is also clear from this example why one wants pa to map into the 
well-founded sets over A and C. Further, it is also evident that one wants /),_I to map 
into W(A + Q) for some set Q and not just into JV(A). 
We mentioned above that the uniform functors contain nearly all of the functors that 
we mentioned in Section 3. The identity functor is an exception; it is not uniform. (To 
see this, suppose p exists, and consider pl (0). On the one hand (.%Q~,,I 0 p/,)0 = 0. 
On the other, pl would map into YW( V), and /P&Q,,. 1 [.UW( V)] = V - {@}.) The 
functors 0 and P from Example 3.5 are also not uniform. The uniform functors are 
closed under composition. 
Assuming AFA, Turi and Rutten [21] showed that the greatest fixed point F” of 
a uniform functor gives a final F-coalgebra (F*. id). The inspiration for this theorem 
was Aczel’s Special Final Coalgebra Theorem of [l]: assuming AFA, the greatest fixed 
point of a functor F which is uniform on sets also gives a final F-coalgebra. (AFA is 
the Anti-Foundation Axiom. This result depends critically on AFA in that it is false 
if one assumes instead the Foundation Axiom.) Because the coalgebra map of F’ is 
the identity, and because F* is a fixed point of F, it offers a slight simplification of 
notation relative to any other final coalgebra. So in this section we are going to use F. 
as a final coalgebra. However, we could formulate things differently, and indeed our 
work in this section does not use AFA in any critical way. 
Incidentally, the notion of a uniform functor might originally have been ad hoc; along 
with all of the uniformity conditions we mentioned, the goal was to get a final coalgebra 
theorem for F”. However, it does seem to embody the fact that mathematically useful 
definitions in set theory generally can be interpreted in the wellfounded sets, or the 
sets wellfounded above some given set. In our setting, we are interested in comparing 
languages. So a condition that gives a ncttural tramfiwrmtion between functors would 
also seem to be on the right track. 
9.3. The chwacteuization theorem 
Theorem 9.2. Let F he a un$om fkctw. Consider the coalyebra (F*, id), and the 
cunonical .fbvmdas jy(a) ,fbr 2’~. For (I// a E F* there is Jome x such that j-,(a) 
character-ices a in F*. That is, b +F- j,(a) ifJ’b = a. 
In this section, we write .& for 1/’ p and L? for 2’~. Note that c M = :/P.dii + ./p. /i, 
and .4’ is the initial (9 + ?)-algebra. Similarly, 9’ = :YY + FY, and 9 is the 
initial (Y + F)-algebra. We also will use subscripts to distinguish the two injections 
inry : FY -, Y and inr ,, : 3.,/t + ./i; we distinguish the injections AY and A ,, sim- 
ilarly. However, to save on notation, we drop as many Q’s as possible, and abbreviate 
iV(F* + Q) to WF*, and EQ,(, to i-:. 
The main idea. All of the ideas in the proof may be illustrated by considering the case 
of F(A) = C x A. We discuss this case in parallel with our more general development. 
Suppose we have some a E F* Then a is a set, and so a also belongs to .Y* =: I’. 
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The point is that we have notions of a +F* cp for cp E _!?, and also of a +.r- cp 
for cp E J&. Further, we know that some canonical formula of &Z characterizes a in 
.6?* = V. This is by Theorem 2.4 (taking AtProp = 0 so that the functor is just 9) and 
Proposition 4.8 (so that the modal logic result transfers to coalgebraic logic). In order 
to distinguish the two kinds of canonical maps, we write j, for the map determined 
by F and k, for the map determined by 9’. So j, : F* + 2 and jr+1 = inr9 o Fj,. 
Also k, : P* -+ A?%‘, and k,,, = inr.// o 9kx. 
We also define a translation i : 9 + ~2’. The map i will be defined by recursion on 
2, and we illustrate this by an example. Consider a formula of 2 such as inry( (c, cp) . 
Then we will translate this into J&’ by 
i(inru((c,cp))= inr~Jf({inr~N({e(c)}), inr /i({Q(c),i(cp)})}). (10) 
Here d(c) is the formula of J%’ which characterizes c in the class g* of all sets. 
The idea is that O(c) characterizes c, so inr({Qc}) characterizes {c}. If i(q) were to 
characterize the set a, then inr( { 19~)) would characterize {~,a}, and the formula on the 
right side of (10) would characterize (c, a). We will need to define the translation i by 
recursion, of course. This leads to some machinery, beginning with a list of maps: 
incl : F” 4 V, incl(a) = a, 
8 = &wF* : WF* + V, E = [(incl +q),U]#, 
g:WA--,%Av, g = [[id.tt,~oql, inrtl’, 
h:F_&?--+&, h = goinrw~op.~~, 
i: 9 + A?. 
If one applies these definitions to our example, using p as in (9), then one would get 
the particular case of i as defined in (10) above. 
Let us return to our a E F*. Our idea is that we know that there is some CI so that 
k,(u) characterizes a in p* = V. (Our example F has the interesting feature that u is 
always o.) We shall show that for this same a, jx(u) E TF characterizes a in F*. One 
subsidiary result is that i preserves semantics. 
Lemma 9.3. For all a E F* and all cp E 9, if a kF* q, then a ky* iqo. 
Proof. By induction on Y. Let SC _?? be the set of formulas for which this holds. 
S is easily closed under &. Suppose that q E inr[F(S)]. Let a E F* be such that 
a +F’ q. By Lemma 5.1, there is a reason w for this which belongs to F(Y), where 
Y = {(b, I/) E F* x s : b +F* I/}. 
Let 2 = {(b, i$) : (b, 11/) E Y}. There is an evident map 1: Y ---) Z. We claim that or 
all x E W(Z), (EO W$)x +,* (go WTC~)X. The proof of this is by induction on W(Z). 
Applying it to our reason w, or rather to (inrwz o 9 Wl o py )w, 
(E 0 W$ 0 inrwz 0 9WI 0 pr)w /=9* (g 0 WTC~ 0 inrwz 0 9WZ 0 py)w. 
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But routine calculations now show that 
(E 0 W7rf 0 inrwz 0 YWlo P~)IV = a, 
(g 0 WTC$ 0 inrrvz 0 .nPWZ 0 P~)MJ = icp. 
We conclude that a + P* iq. 0 
We omitted many details in this proof. These are mostly straightforward calculations, 
and we will see a number of them in the next lemma. 
Recall our overall plan for the characterization result. We also want to know that 
the translated version i(jy(a’)) implies k,(a’). To see why, we consider our example 
F and an element a’ = (c,~) of F* = C x F*. Now j,_,(a’) = inry((c,jx(u))). When 
we apply i to this we get 
~_L-I(u’)) =inr k{inr.t({Q(c)}>, inr R({~(c). XL(a)))))). 
On the other hand, we compute ~&+,(a’) by utilizing the set-theoretic structure on 
(~.a) = {{c},{c,~}} directly: 
kl+,(a’) = inr fl({inr N({kZ(c)}),inr ~({k(c)~~~(~)~)l)~ 
Recall that H(c) characterizes c. So for all ordinals x, k,(c) <0(c). This together with 
an induction hypothesis (that for all b E F*, k,(b) <Q,(b))) and monotonicity implies 
that k,+,(u) <i(j3Cl(u)). The general proof is in the next lemma. 
Lemma 9.4. For all a, k, o incl <i o j, as elements of F” + i K 
Proof. Before we begin, an easy induction on WF* shows that [[k,oincl, kyoq], inr ,,I’ 
= k, o E. Now we turn to the lemma proper. As usual, we need only show the successor 
step. We write V, for k, o incl and U, for i oj,. Assume that v, < uI. We first claim 
that k, o e <g o Wu,. The proof is by induction on WF*. First, 
[[v,.k, o q], inr ,/I# o inlwp = [v,,k, 0 41 
< I%,0 0 41 
= [id ,(, 0 0 q] 0 [u,, idol. 
We used the maximality of each 8” to write k,oq<Ooq. Also, [id ,~,Ooq]o[u,,id~] = 
g o inI,++* o [uz, id,] = (g o Wu,) o inllyp. Second, 
[[vc,,k, 0 q], inr ,,I# 0 inrwF* = inr ,, o .Y[[ux,ky 0 q], inr.,,l” 
< inr ,, 0 .Y(g 0 Wu,) 
= (9 0 WU,) 0 inrlf.F-. 
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Here we used the induction hypothesis and the Monotonic&y Lemma. This completes 
our claim. Now we use the induction hypothesis, recursion equations, and naturality to 
compute 
v,+~ = k,+l 0 incl = g 0 inr,l;,, 0 p_~ 0 Fu, 
= inr.,, 0 9?kx 0 incl = h o Fu, 
= inr,/~O~(kyO&)OpF~ = ho Fi o Fjz 
= [[Va,kx 0 q], inr.ff]# 0 inrwF* 0 pF” = i o inry o Fj, 
d g 0 WU, 0 inrwF* o pF* = ioj,+1 
= g 0 inrbv.// 0 ~@?A, 0 pF* - %+I 
This completes the overall induction on a. 0 
Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let a E F*. Then a E V = .Y*, so let x be such that k,(a) 
characterizes a among all sets. Such a exists by Theorem 2.4 (taking AtProp = 0) 
and Proposition 4.8. We prove that for this r~, j%(u) characterizes a in F”. Clearly 
a +F* jY(u). Suppose that b /=F* j,(a); we show b = a. First, b b.#* (i o jr)a by 
Lemma 9.3. Also, by Lemma 9.4, k,(u)d(i o jl)u in J?‘. So b F,P k,(u). By the 
characterization result for .Y*, b = a. This concludes the proof. 0 
We next present a generalization of well-known characterization results for several 
standard logics. Corollary 9.5 below is actually a corollary of the proof of Theorem 
9.2. Note that the functors described in it are all uniform. In addition, the natural 
transformation p actually maps F(A) into V,,(A + Q) for some finite set Q. A finitury 
formula of .=!?F is one built from F alone, without using conjunctions. Then the proof 
of Theorem 2.4 shows that sets which are hereditarily finite are characterized among 
all sets by countable conjunctions of finitary formulas. Putting all of this together gives 
the following result. 
Corollary 9.5. Let F be a composition of the following jiinctors: a w C x a, a H 
C + a, or a H C --f a, where C is a jixed jinite set; or 9’ji/ll the finite power set. Let 
d and 6’ be F-coulgebrus, and let a E d and a E 8’. If a and u’ satisfy the same 
jinitury formulas of .YF, then there is an F-bisimulution of B and &’ relating a to a’. 
Although Theorem 9.2 gives a characterization result, there are two reasons not to be 
satisfied with it. We show below that for the functor P coming from probabilistic tran- 
sition systems, we have a characterization result. However, this does not follow from 
Theorem 9.2. So the theorem may not be the best possible result; it should be possible 
to weaken the hypothesis that F be uniform and cover more cases. Second, the overall 
strategy of the proof is to translate 3 into J# and then appeal to the characterization 
for result for sets. It would be interesting to know whether one could work directly 
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with F” and work out enough combinatorial details there to get a characterization 
result. 
Despite the fact that P from Example 3.5 does not fall in the scope of Theorem 9.2 
or Corollary 9.5, we do have a characterization result for it. 
Proposition 9.6. Let p be the final P-coa/gebru. Then jk all a, a’ t p. if a’ bp j, ,( u). 
then there is u P-bisirnulation R on p such that uRa’. 
Proof. Let R = { ( a, a’) E A x A : j,,,(a) = j,.,(a’)}. To check that R is a P-bisimulation, 
we use the formulation (ii) of Example 3.11. For all ordinals II > 1 and all h E A, 
,j,(h) = * iff e/, = *. This verifies condition (x). Turning to (p) and (;I), suppose that 
j,.,(a) = j<,,(d) and that both e,, and e,,) are finite functions. Let N be so large so 
that if x and J belong to the finite set dom(e,,) U clom(e,,/) and j,(x) = j\(y). then 
i,,(.y) =.iJ.V). 
To prove (/?) and (;I), note first that for all S E A/R, j, is constant on each S. We 
write ,j,,,(S) for this value. We claim that if j\ (S) = j\(Y) and either Sndom(r,,) f 0 
or S’ n d~m(e,,~) # 0, then S = S’. To see this, let b and b’ belong to S n dom(r,,) 
and S’ n donz(e,,J ), respectively. Then jy(b) = jv(b’), so by choice of N, bRb’. Hence 
S = S’. This proves our claim. By this claim, and by the way P acts on functions. 
= inr({(,j.,(S),p.s(a)) : S t A/R and dom(e,,) n S # S}), 
(11) 
where for all relevant S, ps(a) = C{e,,(b) : b E Sndom(e,,)}. But j,,.,,(a) = j\_l(a’). 
and ,j,,+i (a’) has a representation as in ( I 1). Fix some b E dom(e,,). Then for some 
b’ E dom(e,,f ), j,v(b) = j!v(b’). By the choice of N, j,.,(b) = j,,,(b’). The converse is 
similar, and we conclude that condition (fi) holds. For (;‘), (11) implies that for all 
S E A/R, /[S(U) = p,y(a’). This is condition (;I). L1 
Incidentally, all of the constructs in the probabilistic modal logic of Larsen and 
Skou [14] can be expressed in the coalgebraic logic Yp. Thus, Proposition 9.6 implies 
the characterization result of [14]. 
10. Representation of final coalgebras as maximal elements of ordered algebras 
Ever since people looked at final coalgebras as models of intensional phenomena, 
there was a question of getting representations of the final coalgebras in terms of some 
sort of entities that served as approximations. This was felt strongly in the case of sets, 
where the operator was the power set operation. Indeed, not long after the appearance 
of Aczel’s book [l], a number of papers appeared on the subject of getting domain- 
theoretic representations of the non-wellfounded sets. For example, Mislove et al. [ 161 
show how to obtain a domain-theoretic representation of the set HF of hereditarily fi- 
nite sets in terms of initial ordered algebras of a certain type. In other work, Barr [5,6] 
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considered endofimctors on the category of sets and showed that under suitable condi- 
tions, the final coalgebras exist and are completions of the initial algebras. This result 
is another example of an approximation result. Finally, Paulson [ 171 is concerned with 
getting concrete final coalgebra theorems for some endofunctors. He adopts Quine’s 
pairing operation rather than the standard Kuratowski pair, and his methods do not 
work for endofunctors such as the power set operation. Despite these differences, his 
motivation is the same as ours and the other papers cited above: to obtain concrete 
domains in which one can find objects representing infinite computations and data 
structures, and manipulate them naturally. 
In this section, we use 2~ and its semantics to show how to represent final coalge- 
bras in terms of maximal elements of ordered algebras. 
Definition. Let F be a functor, and let J& = (A, CX) be an F-algebra. If R is any relation 
on A, we get a relation R’ on F(A) by 
R’= {((FTc,)~,(F~)~) : r E F(R)}. 
An F-algebra order on G! is a partial order d on A with the property that if a d ‘b, 
then eta d clb. 
It is not hard to check that in the case of syntactic functors, this gives the usual 
definition of an ordered algebra. 
Here is a statement of our main result: 
Theorem 10.1. Let F be a uniform jimctor. Then there is an F-algebra (P, a) and an 
F-algebra order < on P such that 
(1) The order < is a complete semi-lattice. 
(2) The collection of elements of P which are <-maximal (but below T) is the 
carrier of a jinal F-coalgebra (F, e).x 
The ideology behind this result is that we have a poset P with nice continuity 
properties (suprema of all sets). Note that _??F has a top element T. Any conjunction 
A{(?, tib} of inconsistent information is such a T element, where a and b are distinct 
elements of F. (In all cases of interest, F will have more than one element.) By a 
maximal element, we mean some x E P such that if x < y, then y = T, where T = 
VP. Because F is embedded by CI as the collection of maximal elements of P, we think 
of P as a domain of approximations to F. In our construction for Theorem 10.1, we 
use formulas of 2~ (modulo semantic equivalence) as elements of P. This conforms 
to the intuition about approximations because logical formulas can always be regarded 
as approximations to the objects which satisfy them. When we have characterization 
results, then this connection is quite tight. This is the key idea behind the development 
which follows. 
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The poset P. Let < be the natural semantic preorder on ZpF : cp < $ iff for all 
coalgebras d and all a E d such that a FC II/, we also have a ks cp. So true is at the 
bottom of the preorder. 
Let = be the equivalence relation determined by this preorder. We define equivalence 
classes (actually sets) by 
[$] = {$ E 4p : I) is a formula of minimal rank such that II/ E @} 
The notion of rank here is from the inductive definition of 2~ as the least fixed point 
of .? + F. For our poset PF, we take the set or class of these: 
p=u41: 4 E 91 (l-2) 
Actually, P will be a set provided that there is a fixed cardinal K such that every coal- 
gebra map e : A -+ F(A) takes values in H,(A), the set of sets of hereditary cardinality 
at most K. This holds for examples such as F(a) = A x a and F(a) = Pfi,,(u). But for 
examples like F(u) = Y(a), P will be a proper class. Indeed, in all the examples we 
considered, P is a proper class iff F is a proper class. For functors as in Corollary 9.5, 
P has the cardinality of the continuum. 
The algebva map c( : F(P) + P. The basic idea is to take a to be F, or rather some 
map related to it defined on equivalence classes. 
We have a map nat : 9 + P which assigns to each cp its equivalence class [q]. Fix 
a choice function ch : P -+ 2’ which acts as an inverse in the sense that natoch = id,) 
and chonat E idy. (In the case that P is a proper class, we are using the Global Axiom 
of Choice here. Also, ch is not uniquely determined, but this is of no consequence.) 
Set 
cx = nat o inr o Fch, 
so that a : F(P) + P. We might point out that CI does not depend on the particular 
map ch used in its definition. For suppose ch’ is another choice function. We apply 
the Monotonicity Lemma with A = P, f = ch, and g = ch’. Then as maps from 
F(P) to 2, inr o Fch 3 inr o Fch’. Thus as maps from F(P) to P, nat o inr o Fch = 
nat o inr o Fch’. 
Lemma 10.2. nat o inr = CI o Fnat. 
Proof. Recall that chonat E id iy. So by the Monotonic@ Lemma, inroF(chonat) f 
idF(y). Thus, as elements of F(2) + P, ccofnat = natoinroF(chonat) = natoinr. 
7 - 
The F-algebva ovdev < on P: P inherits the semantic order d from Y. The verifi- 
cation that this is an F-algebra order is essentially the proof that rule (F) is sound for 
the minimal coalgebraic logic. P is a complete upper-semilattice. For every set S 
of (equivalence classes of) formulas, the least upper bound of S, u S, is [r\{ch p : 
P E S)l. 
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Maps 0~ for each F-coalgebra 8. Let d be an F-coalgebra. Fix an element a E &. 
By Theorem 9.2, there is an ordinal c( large enough so that j%(a) = jl+,(,). In this 
way, we define 0~ : & 4 9~. Each O,(a) is a maximal element of 2~. 
Lemma 10.3. inr o FO,: o e s 0~. 
Proof. Let a E &. For some ordinal CI, O,(e,) = j(a). Moreover, jy+l(a) = jc,(u). 
So (inr o FOc)ea = jz+,(u) s j,(u) = O,(u). Since this is true for all a E 8, we are 
done. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10.1 (Conclusion). Let (F, e) be a final F-coalgebra. Then e is a 
bijection, and so (F,e-‘) is an algebra. Consider 0 = nat o OF. Then 0: F + P takes 
values in the maximal elements of P by the characterization result. It is injective for the 
same reason. To see that it is surjective, let [cp] be maximal. Since cp # T, let a /=A q. 
Then O&(u) G cp. And if s: & 4 9 is the final coalgebra map, O&c,) = O,(u) = cp. 
This shows that 0 is a bijection between F and the maximal elements of P. We show 
that 0 is a morphism of algebras; i.e., that nat o 0, o e-’ = CI o F(nat o Or). For this, 
note that 
a o F( nat o 0,) = (E o Fnat) o FO, 
= nat o inr o FO, by Lemma 10.2 
= nat o (inr o FO, o e) o e-’ 
= natoO,oe-’ by Lemma 10.3 
In this way, the collection of maximal elements of P is the carrier of an F-coalgebra 
which is isomorphic to F. 0 
We have three final remarks: First, Theorem 10.1 does not use AFA; in fact, none 
of the results of this paper used AFA. In a sense, Theorem 10.1 can be regarded as a 
final coalgebra theorem in its own right. It gives a representation of the final coalgebra 
for uniform fimctors which is more concrete than taking a quotient, but less concrete, 
say than Paulson’s final coalgebra theorem in [17]. 
For many purposes, it would be better to have versions of Theorem 10.1 in which we 
only used consistent formulas. That is, it is desirable to remove T from P and still have 
an approximation result. It is not hard to check that if we consider PO = P \ {[true]}, 
then PO is the carrier of an F-algebra structure. Of course, the order < is no longer 
complete. One would hope that it is directed complete, and this would correspond to 
a compactness property of the semantics. We have some results in this direction, but 
these require some additional assumptions on F. 
Finally, by moving to stronger languages, we can also obtain embedding results like 
Theorem 10.1 but which ask for stronger properties on the order relation. For example, 
suppose we worked not with 2~ but with the stronger language OF. Then ,4”, and 
hence P, would have all meets. All of the results on the semantics would go through, 
because the induction steps for 7 would be trivial. The reason that we chose to work 
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with 2 rather than Y(l) is that _Y seems to be the weakest language closed under 
infinitary conjunction which allows for a characterization result such as Theorem 9.2. 
So any stronger language will have the same property, a fortiori. More expressive 
languages may be easier to work with and to study, but in this paper we have tried to 
get more general results. 
